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COMPANY ASSET PROPERTY | PROPERTY EQUITY AND LIABILITIES AT THE GLOBAL BANKING ECONOMY | FIRM BANKING PROPERTY EQUITY


It goes without saying over this matter that the job of Businesses is to look after the smaller ones and keep them in paid work making sure they are delivering services where it is needed and when it is and not seeing whether it is possible for them to help run the government, Banks are to manage the finances concerning everybody and UK Government has a job to represent and see to the needs of those who elected them, not send out idiots that can talk nonsense and see through unseemly insults all over my Empire concerning its effects on the British and World economy - this sense the matter is therefore far from over as it were. It is therefore applicable that a certain degree of privilege must be accorded to those who have the task of managing Government business and the reason it will be enforced and applied in what is an unnatural way like the prognosis of attending concerns safe in the knowledge the fact One was born somewhere and grew up somewhere and is heading is a specific direction is not being explored, is that this process of tolerating idiots with personal finance costs and thus thereof their ideas about the world and how to enforce their will must either in some way come to an end or be funded by those who practice them and the damages done with it which does afford them so much pleasure. One personally is aware of their existence, finds it comforting to know what is happening in their stupid minds and rather quite used to their stupidity and the fact that they exist, are very determined and intrusive and have a will of their own for these purposes all together.


ESTATE COMMUNITY INDUSTRIAL HAPPINESS | MEDIA MISOGYNY  & LANDLORD/PROPERTY GANGS LEADERSHIP | ESTATE PROFITABLE FUN

It’s not just a case of trying to be as happy as you can be since life is short and some people want to be miserable on account of what others have got and see you as a tool for that 24/7, which you need to do lest you turn out living their stupid dreams. It’s a case of them regularly thinking that access to my possessions means handling something valuable with which to conduct little wickedness and get away with it and there isn’t a group of people any less provocative than these freedom idiots and their American friends, so yes I do get accused to setting out I do not want black people around my concerns in public but in terms of theirs their little wickedness is to do with colonialism and world order and various other injustices – so these guys know how to make you very angry, how to look for trouble every single second of their lives and it never really does to act in anyway which saves them from it and for me personally I have to detach from them and keep all my concerns away from them too but obviously it is not enough. I feel no regret for my activities besides which Intellectual Property Administration Business has afforded me the unlikely opportunity of being able to get seen punishing them all of the time until we can never cease to see them complain about it as well. We do hear I am in trouble with Industry people and it is utter nonsense, I am not; lets just say they need to understand that anything I have done to them if any can be resolved unlike their fat cats turning up here to rip up my health and finances so as to ensure when they get on media to whisper something any action taken hits me really hard. So it is best to lay off the need to get on media and be inventive and listen to stupid journalists and issue a snap judgement and I don’t mind if it is lady man talking by the stupid women either, such nonsense could lead me to strike first as it were – I have had enough of it. Its never really clear exactly how much trouble you are supposed to get into as a person on account somebody else wants to spend your exit; were they born that way, were they raised that way, did they grow up that way, is it their own, is the Company Court their own, my skin colour their own etc?The only way to ensure every fool who tells me I am frigid ends up with an outcome whereby my Company and Office is affected has always been to let it be run by Male Media corruptions of involvement that equally works incredibly hard to achieve such nonsense.
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(GREY AREAS & POLITICAL POWER)





 GO TO UKTI


 It is always suggested that Banks and Financial services need to be Nationalised or more tightly regulated. I have no idea why Politicians like to have these kinds of conversations especially at such a late stage of an increasingly damaging crisis. What really needs to happen to the financial industry contrary to playboys who have found something a trend to latch onto for attention and problem transfer prognosis that comes with it and their useless lives, which is currently breeding and very frustrating and annoying economic disillusionment is for the consumers, a process of educating people about its nature and how to judge the equities of products offered them and for the producers the public declaration of the Market Equities of the services they have put on sale. Most Financial services providers already declare their market Equities but rather tend only to do for the business, hence do that in places like their websites for example but this leadership is not up to them, so we do not find it in places that will make them Publicly available, neither is my job and or property meant to make such things possible through media and Celebrity culture; about which socialist structures and systems all over the world are paying handsomely for it too. It is always suggested by them of the existence of people who jump on the lives of others to do their jobs with what they find out and have no clue what they are doing and more so in an academic fashion which is always because the decisions of their bosses can never be respected with regards to such persons and it does not concern them what wider problems they create from it nor will they be seen removing themselves from the business world, hence it is a statement they use when they have assumed some position of business leadership as well, which soon becomes unfathomably insulting when they have formed a habit of statements on public media which suggests some boy doing their stuff that they have always planned to do or be and more so knowing he is in trouble trying to please them with it too, about which they are finding out how he does it and the abuses have no arguments which suggests otherwise, especially when they are really stupid Americans too, who never seem to know when to shut their dirty mouths and or have never taken anything seriously in the silly lives because they are republicans, which is normally intensely annoying. The biggest problem with the Banking and financial sector of course therefore still remains a Political one; Politicians do not seem to realise with all that has occurred that political stability is specific in category and genre to the Banking and Financial services sector, not to mention the fact that it is where the economic crisis itself began in the first place even though they do not seem to make a connection between the crisis and their activities around the world. All they seem to realise rather annoyingly is how far their powers can go when it comes to grabbing other peoples property and of course it is not because they do not know, of which even if they did would make no sense either, when the prime problem is that they are practically opposed to the basic fundamental issues, claiming it is what religious people deploy for the purpose of controlling their actions, which they therefore abhor. This statement is a proficiency platform and not to be confused with what this Company position really is: what done here is not without teeth; nothing about his business will be safe, especially from spoiled children, their parents and companies that sell them things and media they have to play around with, unless there are companies and businesses that are made a public example of. I mean for example it is suggested that Government expect Banks to have more money and hold back on lending to avoid penalties and all other problems but are unhappy with the results at the same time: the truth and reality however being that Banks are lending money but are lending to Businesses who have a turnover that will come through in a long period of time, maybe these particular group will come through with large turn overs but as a method of lending which discriminates against those who will create turnovers in the immediate term, we can see that the problem is social and that the Guys at the top who know what is correct are so few in number they can do less about anything that the guys in the middle who are more in number and have more money than the guys below in the Banking system and therefore always tend to ensure the rhetoric is that they lend money anyway like we want but are getting their power as well, whoever on earth asked them as it were - this needs to be changed and re-balanced. I mean if I have such a big Literary Empire and it is the consulting Intellectual Property base for over 80% of major Industries all over the world, even thus to the Royal Office and Property and I break up the publicity that they provide me through the products which express such a fact and trade it in brokerage with the peoples of the world, what then if concerned with my work is so complicated about things such as Quantitative Easing, that it should be done in the UK Economy for example for three times in a period of less than Four Years? Yet when they see the property they will take it up and use it without questions asked or consultation made, then claim I am a man of lies or my reaction or action is amazing and fabulous but these are the kinds of things which have created the kinds of questions that have given me the reputation I have today. 
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MOTIVATION, OUR TRADING CROWN JEWELS AND INDUSTRIAL
OPINIONS
It’s like when we hear that the problem
with the Country is the lazy people in it and it causes a lot of anger since
its largely a matter of the context in which they say it that gets the
attention. For my part however the personal diaries are full and I would fancy
they stopped talking nonsense as I am not writing anymore and need to
concentrate on important things: I mean what exactly do people gain from
keeping an eye on me and building a very violent lasciviousness that will
facilitate some abusive gossiping that is to ensure every mistake I make is
clung into and put back into my psyche through community organised and media
threats? They gain nothing except finding out whether I am vulnerable to
clinical depression which everybody is. Then there is my party piece mentioned
earlier, where it will show up around Books I have written because it caught
his attention, to build a crowd that knows about its stupid problems and wants
to prove I am unable to solve any which then makes them very important because I
am unable to solve any of their problems and every time I tolerate it and am
about to spend time on something that matters, what happens is such talk as
lazy people in the Country making their stupid lives uncomfortable. I do not
make a lot of mistakes for instance, so these things do not bother me as much;
however note that what they have decided to do with my case is half the time
surround me with foolish girls issuing threats while absolutely covering my
concerns with some form of personal impunity after another, claiming my type
makes problems for them where their stupid lives should be easier and then
these fools will get off to some seniority position that will allow them strike
me in a soft place every time I am doing something they consider to be stepping
out of line in their stupid view, doing it from such a condition as they do not
have to pay the bills if they regard me as a child they can discipline at will,
as conveniently as possible and we all know it will not stop unless they find I
am actually capable of progressing from making sure they are never really
wealthy enough for a talk to the hand routine when I have an opinion about how
handling my work and property makes me feel, to ripping up completely that
stupid celebrity culture so their insanity might get serious to them for a
change as it were. Everybody knows what happens is that the rest of us work for
it and they show up with Politicians and civil rights movements to have a share
which is why they are always threatening people but I do think about what I
would be if I set out to speak with Politicians and media fools and took
advantage of peoples work to make money that supports me while I claim others
are lazy having had my back firmly covered except I cannot keep the mouth
firmly shut as well. It will show up like so and blab about the need to be a
stock market broker who was earning as much as he used to when the economy was
looking good, tell him that is impossible when there are no jobs and he will
tell you it works when everybody is doing what they are supposed to be doing,
leaving you a sensation of how the murders and manslaughters are created as it
were – same with the media fools who put forth this sort of insults because
they are chasing a promotion to a higher paying position; in the end of which
the question become whether their difficulties are created by other people and
not the fact that when people are self-employed their earning margins are
supposed to be a toy, which creates a cascade of people that the general public
is owing something for a service that was not paid for, while they expect to
just get past the queue and have a higher paying position. All I can say is
that I am not aiding them by writing myself a personal diary that helps me
handle the insults and provocation anymore, they need to keep it shut as the
Books are a sale item and as for the idea that they are pacified on account
these facts show I am known for be working; we all know it’s not a blabbing
that will end well too, since if I am working on finding myself a community to
belong that will not attract the bad crowds when I am doing business or getting
a job, somebody else showing up to build a crowd on his problems which when I
am unable to solve shows he is important ought to see that it would mean that
this part of my work that actually does not pay anything will never come to an
end – the other bits that involve stocking a product and making them buy it one
way or the other is the bit that usually gets their attention because it is
work that they cannot deny but then again I have no wish to put up with
nonsense from them in the near or far future as a result of such comments
either. They say what I do is being redone at the Monarchy which claim has no
basis on fact but then again of which is a very rich nonsense coming from those
who have lost Fashion and Celebrity connections which we all know if they do
not have prevents them from issuing threats at people who are bigger than they
are and can actually beat them up like we see all the time: so do we all know
that your tummy is usually nothing to write home about when seen getting
involved with a Celebrity or Fashion operative associated with them but in
order to ensure your tummy is nothing to write home about will become obsessed
with grabbing my Books and my work and my Public image to help the Celebrities
and Fashion people all together as well – hence my bottom hurts and they are
about to get a closure for those stupid problems too; they blab about Africa
all the time but we all know the way it is done in Africa is when that
Celebrity has been completely destroyed so they are brought down to see how
those they publicly and Nationally claim are lazy live and get by every day,
leaving the rest of the world to think there are no Celebrities in Africa because
Africans are not beautiful people. In the end it is as simple as a case where
Journalists and Celebrities have some regard for my career as a writer the same
as I have for their own, lest it moves onto the insults they have gotten used
to and deploy on media as a means of exerting some power they do not actually
have giving way to a series of actions on both sides that will involve what
happens and what does not happen, so as to ensure I can burn their world if I
do not have a right to a living like they can burn mine as well. I mean they
always say like they insinuated when I mentioned something about watching too
much television although allowing me to ensure those stupid adverts do not hit
me more than once that there is nothing I can do, which is incredibly stupid as
well; we all know the ones that are not my main priority at the shops are the
gays on the left and the society goons on the right and the community croons in
the middle, all of whom think I am below everybody with that big mouth, the main
concern has always been the ones that can do whatever they like with people’s
property because they work for large super market stores, who are owned by
wealthy people that others want to be friends with. It has always been a simple
case where they pay attention to the job in hand and stop handling me with
insults I have ignored until they got used to mostly and blab about how I am
likely to call for aid when we all know they wish to locate themselves all the
time, somewhere around what the enemies of the British state would do, then
show up to pretend that Church goers have no way of defending themselves when
attacked by people who have been consumed by their vices that they have used to
a stage that beats the imagination, such that they cannot respond to mainstream
living, whenever they want to get rich quick, blabbing about civil rights and
making excuses about some people thinking the Media is predisposed to any form
of insult and abuse whereas I have been here suffering abuse and insult after
another, which eventually works out as processes of so little regard for me
that they set stages for it, work it and develop it, then cover their tracks –
like fostering homosexuality every time they know they wish to grab my
possessions and use it to get connected by celebrities by, knowing if I want it
back I will feel pain on my bum and my head and my chest and tummy to show me
that is not my connection and so in my view like to tell me there is nothing I
can do if they have no regard for my career the way their own supports them
financially because the pain will not likely become a calculated risk like it
has at present – telling me I should be afraid of them as well when there is
really no need to be as it were. I do get told it’s the way I run my concerns
which is losing me money whereas it isn’t; the way I run it is losing them
money especially the wealthier ones, as I do find every time that it is
impossible to argue with what my account Books say. I get told I feel that I am
an agent of wealth distribution in way of course which is utter nonsense, as it
is rather a matter of a world that goes from Mr Cadbury finding a community to
belong where he spends his time running his business without attracting the
wrong crowd, to owning the biggest Chocolate factory in the world and building
a village in it with all amenities for his staff, to a world where get rich
quick idiots buy shares and play politics inside of companies to turn out as
owners – so when you speak of Intellectual property administration, you have no
idea where to do it, while their own could be no better if I do not want them
pillaging my Empire to make money and there is no other way to go to China
except by doing so and then we see that translate into parties that are used in
the Caribbean to set out popularity canopies for the children and terrible
insults that a bird can carry around the world. So they are losing money at the
moment which then feeds into that case of what it is exactly they need to do
with the disposition of the enemies of the state, save the bit where they are
put in their place by those who have it for a job and having found out things
that they shouldn’t, show up here to put me in a place and blow off their big
mouth about being a middle power that I am likely to be afraid of and unlikely
to act when a lack of respect for what supports me financially is something I
must put an end to, so I can wear my clothes like a decent person the way we
see them do theirs as well as it were. The middle ones simply make themselves a
target for obvious reasons of their greed; I mean their place is to ensure I do
not go anywhere unless they are millionaires first and it’s not the only
service they provide around here which happens to be the Bees fucking knees
either – there are others that their community croons provide such as the need
to abuse the Church guy and sell up the effects as prerogative of power to
Industry and City Centre scum, it must be quite a service considering it never
ever stops. Nobody peddles my Public image and my Faith and My personal life
and I should not be punished or made to drop out of University to shutting down
every avenue by which people might against my wishes more so – if they regard
my career the way their own gets to their heads, we should be okay. So, the
mystery in the matter is that I made up what I have to look forward to in life
i.e. my place at the Monarchy and every time that is the reality I face hitting
my mind, it goes down my chest and into my tummy and makes a mess of me, while
the idiots say there is nothing I can do when I ask them to show the same
regard for my Books that lets their career get to their head. So I need not
remind them they are screwed and fucked and finished and need my leadership and
my Books and need get a copy not tell me I am being authoritative – nobody asks
them to do it all together as it were with the poorer ones spending time of
such nonsense and never stop blabbing of those who are financially better off
stealing from the general population, while the wealthier ones were appointed
to Police people’s lives as it were, they are the Police thereof the last time
we checked, and the results of what they have appointed themselves to do with
people’s lives will be extricated when they spend their time on people who
attend Church and not the criminals as it were – of course it’s never true I am
being authoritative. So it is suggested I would do anything for power which is
not true; what is true is what people feel of a person who wrote a Book that
they hate when they block the sales until they are millionaires first before it
can be allowed; so it’s the reason I happen to be at war with feminists all the
time i.e. the worst case since I am not like them and do not build a crowd for
such nonsense would have been to do it as well i.e. build a crowd to the effect
they soul music, clubbing and partying lifestyle look like characters that
always have their jobs taken from them all the time so they might complain
about racism, so their yapping is still happening over the effects of the actions
of the person who wrote the Book they hate which sales they are stifling
naturally, therefore I have to make it quite clear about tall boy criminal
being that he is lowest of the low and prepared to do violent stuff too which
makes him such a good tool for messing around people’s concerns when and where
people do not have the time for such things – point out nobody is asking them
about their insulting ego and the idea other people’s lives revolve around them
and how their temper is the greatest thing that ever happened to the world, we
all see when they get pushed back sit about nursing an absolute hope that
somebody will beat others up to make them feel special and more often than not
it applies to women and in the Middle East we as a result witness all that
domestic violence stuff associated with Islam and so on. I mean they say I
think I can control Trump but cannot which tends to suggest I am not doing what
I am doing deliberately while in actual fact it is a milder version of what
they would have seen if Hilary moved into the White House and I had to go from
8 years of Obama stifling my Book sales to dealing with those stupid threats of
the problems of the world that would have been resting of my shoulders if she
did with that big mouth we have to tolerate all the time; at the moment the
Celebrities have not wrecked my Books and gotten me stuck between the problems
I resolved to write them and a financial crisis so they can dump a history on
me, therefore are troubled about that and need some fucking victory like its
nor normal retard as it were. So, nobody is asking them, nobody is asking them
here about their ego and their anger and their stupidities that suggests
another people’s world revolves around them. I said women are not a problem and
they do not like to be wrong but who is really asking them about it as such
anyway; are we talking about speaking to nurses and doctors to make the
processes of Childbirth painful for their partners because they want to control
their wives? It’s the reason they show up here to mess up Royal property
locating ways of living somewhere next to the activities of the enemies of
state with that big mouth getting on my nerves. Now every time it is calm, the
need to show I am cursed which is why they have an unlimited license to handle
anything that belongs to me has given way to incessantly building up popularity
crowds full of young complicit idiots on media to claim that I have little
respect for the methods in which older people face challenges which is all very
well since no one ever gets told that is the reason he is incessantly being
attacked until they have about a decade to sort out a comfortable pension and
others really have no reasonable explanation for the activities that have put
them in that condition, leaving people with regrets and ill health which I will
not be or will not allow it become the reason that I am, so I intend to ensure
we have to listen to them complain as well really soon, starting from the fact
that they are dirty peeping toms who spend all day spying on me to find out how
I do mine all of the time and those stories about being worthy better human
being has always of course been based on an illusion they are traders who are
more important than I am Arch Prince, garnished with stupid Children being
friendly with Royal Family members to sit about talking nonsense of how my
position and Office does not exist with that big mouth; changes nothing
naturally of the fact I am bigger and more important and the idea it’s the
other way round is rather their fantasy. Eventually it’s still the same old
case of shutting the insulting comments associated with the need to stand over
me and have culture and society based ageist abusive conversations that play on
my health and property, as the Books are a sale item and Journalist idiots are
especially guilty of it, more would have been done on my part thereof if the
stupid young people that become tools for it were not so keen to be so
complicit so often.
FINANCIAL BLOCKAGE, PLAYMATES AND BENEFICIAL
FUN ADMIN
They say I am sad and pretty but its utter
nonsense; I am not, what happens is the amount to time these guys spend on
telling tales associated with their wondrous age which will rally people to
call that effects processes of writing a younger person off all together as a
whole and I have tried my Best to stop them traumatising people and bragging
about it like that to no avail on account younger people want to be complicit
with it for popularity culture. It feeds into that other case where people are
stuck in a bad place because of me which is worth revelling in since a couple
of years ago I was the Christian that needed to go around absorbing people’s
problems and getting stuck somewhere to be magically killed by neighbourhood
gangs so as to make the problems go away but today they are stuck, however they
do have their media with which to tell all sorts of lies and get out of it by,
just like we see them boast about a rift they have created between me and the
Trump Administration whereas the truth is that Mr Trump is US President and I
am not but the similarities in our activities are a matter of the fact he is in
on what I am doing and at those points where he is, it’s important I pay less
attention to being me and drawing much emphasis on possessions that goons have
gotten around the world laying claims to when they know it to be mine and it’s
as simple as this but we can see that whole National media make something else
they want to run with instead. They of course do blab about me getting into
trouble when friend or family gets killed but I am obviously talking to them
when the insults will be born of threats associated with death if they get out
of bed every day to open my wallet making use of my products without paying and
talking nonsense about sensations of freedom associated with being more worthy
to own personality because of its stupid looks, which will likely end with
losing money so it might tell the truth without it but then again the way the
killing usually works of course is largely that the scum has been respecting
its father to a point where it has created existential imbalance, now it is
getting on popular culture to punish and bully me because I am not respecting
my mother to make him comfortable, by which time the case as it stands is that he
is the only idiot that has passed University exams in the village and everybody
else is playing around with sensibilities associated with a career that they
know nothing about with that big mouth. The great case with these people is
that I have a problem with them that appears to be endless whereas the reality
is rather that it’s a matter of how much they enjoy the total lack of respect
that they have for my career which runs through to a stage whereby my finances
are affected; I mean the type that starts a publicity campaign which suggests
the only way to understand my career is something a person does not take over
bits of peoples careers that have to do with the areas where their wives and
children might have supported them to make some cash by the way side and ensure
the wealth stays in the family – so we see the American ones who follow it on
with insolent violence and talked so much nonsense after the 8 years of Obama
white house stifling my Book sales, about the problems I will put up with when
Hilary Clinton gets into the White House, display all sorts of nonsense where
you provide a service for a company and it is a Company that belongs to the
Uncle and your company was supposed to have belonged to them etc. This question
is therefore better answered by another one that may seek to answer the matter
of what exactly encourages the abusive insults of which nothing else does save
the time lapse between when they have started it and when I had done something
about it, deciding if or not they had gotten used to it and we see them
complain about my Books and what it does on the right hand side as well,
whereas there is nothing wrong with Books written by somebody that can secure
his career for the purpose when he needs it, while they are busy with their abusive
gimmicks, instead of responding with a campigan that involves people taking
those careers they seldom spend time on if abusing others is a better way to
describe a job instead setting the stage for outcomes in which people take
their careers from them so they can make a lot of soul music and stripping etc.
In the end of which I have done everything to move them on without a serious
clash; I have even developed a social media campaign to draw attention to the
Fashion Models that people have selected due to the fact we get along or might
do so, which process could build a certain lifestyle i.e. its purpose being to
explain an Intellectual property administration business, where the Models are
not the most beautiful women in the world and if they were some of the most
beautiful, they are only the ones that had the time to make themselves into a
Fashion worker, thus if they are the most beautiful and are fashion workers,
question becomes that of who gets to wear the fashion they model anyway – a
typical example of what Intellectual property administration does but what
these fools prefer is to get on National media and pretend to be me and make
reference to my Royal Estate all the time when I have told them off for it more
times than I am can remember; so it is fast becoming a case where the goons
that emerge from their own problems and describe me as illuminati character
make a case of me working for all I own and not teaching myself how to solve
problems by violent means being a plaything for them while they complain around
the world of the consequences, to a case where the need to sell products by
making populations a part of the intellectual property business of a Client
broker to get rich quick because there is a reputation that says I can be
bullied by them, will give way to direct reprisals too and it’s not just the
self confidence that enjoys working on me we are talking about beating down
here either – hence when it becomes much more serious than just telling them to
keep off my Books and shut down them comments as the Books are a sale item and
a lack of respect for my career is not actually in their job description, worth
staying off my case for thereof. I do not think I am the victim in the matter
either; they do not have the popular culture anymore, just a media to survive
with but at the same time I am sure people can understand feelings stirred when
it shows up to cling to my public image and make reference to a Royal Estate
claiming it has the right to tease me as media has always had such a right and
will not do differently and proposing it is teaching me lessons too as it were;
I mean it’s not that I do not see their type all the time as such, their type
who love the jobs and the travels and the sun shines and know a thing or two
about women, should they say they were teaching me lessons of which will stir
up a reaction better than idiots who only have their media jobs and a family to
go home to and the media jobs of which they are not doing properly anyway;
speaking of how I complain about them whereas I am actually developing a
standby campaign that will help me turn my stash of Pornography into a process
that adds up to a means by which I can become an abusive successful peeping tom
like they are as well. I mean there is no problem here; same old case where I
got an Estate at the late part of 2003 and I went into University in 2004 and
the fight to study was over by 2008 a while during that time Mr Branson had
Hitched the Princess of York that got interested in me around 2005 with a Dave
Clark from the US whose Family showed up here to churn my tummy and secure
their place in the Royal Family; now it has all together turned to the need to
cling to my Books and my finances and develop popularity that will allow it
slice off and keep a piece of my literary empire at the open markets, talking
nonsense about the disadvantage of Royal Privilege that works for them since
concluding I am unlikely to top it up in the face of their incessant insults as
well; so it does not have the popular culture and the culture and the society
to play around with anymore, it has only got media to decide which one proves I
had beaten them down with but is still doing the same things of clinging to my
Books to have a piece of my Literary empire using market and media sharing processes
that can be supported by lots of insults and Political madness – telling me I
have lost the Royal Estate all together as well.  we hear the suggestion that it is an
autocracy which is not actually based on fact; it’s a reality that we have
property damaged as we rub against each other in a mad race to by in this world
but when a person is targeted to have his life and possession damaged in such a
public ways and such abusive and threatening fashion, such that it creates a
new state of affairs where half the populous are left outraged and the other
half develop a new past time of following on the history to find their own
victims, it becomes important to sort out what the problem of those who do such
things really are and in my case it has now ended with a writing career about
them, which they see as another stage on which to display their destructive
tendencies instead of a reason to stay off my case and let alone the property
and the career all together; so saying it as such like I have can only have the
one effect of showing respect towards them that is born out of fear in their
view but talk of such things would only encourage me to think I have
unwittingly created a world where their narcissist happiness has paid off
financially to the tune of advertisements and sales and connections with rich
people – it will make me take personal and physical action to see their
reputation as sad little fuckers restored. We hear them claim I love war and so
because I will not be doing any of the fighting myself anyway and its so
annoying since even a process of playing video games amounts to a means by
which I am clearly talking to them and therefore requires a response in their
view for instance among many others. These idiots do not even know what a war
is like, their stupidities and clear ability to be better than other people as
a matter of their own empirical theories will no sooner had survived an
eventuality where if their neighbourhood is not being bombarded, they have to
live in the Bushes as a Family for months on end, if I say so it will blab at
me about the honour of dying at home than moving to the bushes as it were,
which is just half amusing and half very annoying all together – it will rather
die at home than run the Bushes when the war breaks out lest it can tell a
story about what happened and how it happened and what can be done to prevent
it from happening again, cannot keep it mouth shut when it knows the person it
is going up against will only handle him to a point where he needs entire
National Media and Parliament to get him out of his situation while the
Politicians who complain about a hurting bottom and blame somebody else are
really good at getting him out of his mess and the millionaire scum who enjoy
spending their money to fight other people are really good at doing the same as
well. I do not think it is an issue; its just that they love to claim they are
my brothers and sisters especially when I share a skin colour with them, when
they are not; we all know these is good reason they come from parts of the
world where the war never ever stops, we all know there is nothing to do with a
home in which the Husband would prefer death to going back home injured when he
has had an accident, we all know there is nothing to do with the stupid Children
that emerge from such households and those stupid popular culture canopies that
help them get out of bed to open somebody else’s wallet with the power of the
crowd, we all know there is nothing to do with the fact they cannot tell the
simple truth if there is no money involved or indeed the part where they spend
so much time with vice that they are unable to respond to mainstream living and
so become homosexuals. It really need to keep its mouth shut and learn to talk
nonsense at me about what I should say and think when I am addressing its
comedic stupidities for my part as well; it will not run and hide when the war
breaks out like we see it give to the frugal at present. They speak of
preventing a few elites from designing everybody else’s future and its utter
nonsense, could never get my head around foolish bullies whose babies do the
same perverted things the parents think of doing with other people’s decency
and only stop for a whole when some secret to wealth and social ladder has been
revealed so their nepotism might be profitable, blabbing nonsense about
discrimination the whole time; it has always been obvious to all that they are
a very stupid and destructive and tiresome lot – the business ones are good for
threatening people while looking forward to owning what belongs to the victims
and getting clever enough about to shoot off nonsense about complicated civil
rights whenever caught out; so the way it plays out has always been a process
where the bits of career you do not want others paying attention to is their
main preoccupation just as much as getting involved with you for some strange
perverted reason is, as for building up problems to mess up your life with,
that was just a matter of the fact they are pure evil and do it in order to
ensure they have enough wickedness going to facilitate the means by which to
place burdens on moral and religious people all the time. I am rather lost on
the story of people who are said to be designing everybody’s future, when we
see the millionaires love their powerful involvement that means they form team
with people where the interests of their victims are run by low level idiots
whose job is to sell products all the time and so it will get involved for no
other reason save digging and making a Public case of the part of career that I
am not doing well with rather than buy the Books that will provide it the
service that its stupidities want, then blab about small elite designing
everybody’s future, when one gets involved with their own to dig the weak bits
too but before then the response is usually insulting enough to make me angry
to such an extent that I am distracted from my academics, fail my exams and
their media fools have a field day i.e. my Royal Office was not as good as
their trade, applicable as per me having none as far as they are concerned and
therefore I had no right to dig the weak bits of their business empires and
careers as well the way they dig mine and refuse to buy the Books, then teach
people not to as well – very, very stupid and tiresome lot. I mean it can be an
understatement to say they are a very stupid and destructive and tiresome lot
all together and they say I speak the way I do but there are people do cannot
even stand their civil rights; which everybody else knows is a matter of whether
or not they grab the benefits of being British in other people’s lives, toss it
to the dogs and sit about in front of the person playing kids video games on
their phones etc, having modern fun; where a banner being carried around in a
street parade that is meant to show they are drawing the attention of the world
to their rights is likely to annoy such a victim even further, usually gets
serious when we end up with deprived neighbourhoods on account such people have
banded together and have become quite determined to prevent them from having
media and popularity culture. Then they say I speak of peoples problems and
none of mine; mine of which is more a case of the last time the idiots
complained about me, it was a matter of the fact they want to move into my
right hand and ensure I owe them a great debt I have to pay and when I tell
them not to build any such stupid publicity and claim they are controlling
their people on whom their future depends, becomes a main preoccupation, it was
because they would never stop blabbing about teaching me all I know which
served as the answer for all their problems, it was because they had no more
sensations of naivety and freedom left on account I had taken steps to ensure I
have structures in place to tolerate them and to lay down my career and pick it
up whenever it pleased me to do so, which is the bit their Politicians help
them make those stupid lying populist complains about provocation from me on
the most; nobody is designing their lower class nonsense and of course I am
aware if I stopped Politicians and society goons and media goons and popular
culture goons and celebrity goons screwing around with me and setting me out as
the means for fun, I will be selling my Books without any problems and yet they
can always get a book and stop inventing all sorts of nonsense they can get on
media to push into people’s lives like these too. It’s the old case behind the
claim I ensure the entire government has no form, whereas what really happens
is these fools showing up on public media to spend my time trying to be more
famous and important than I am, so it is the supposition that it will not cause
them any distress we are talking about resolving here as such, seeing the same
things from the older version is mostly a matter of filthy peeping toms that
share everything they see me do in private with the rest of the world and the
outcome being that around 2003 I got my Commission and by 2005 they were busy
showing up at my University to screw with me and get famous while some American
was being introduced to a Princess that was interested in what I got up to, my
Estate Chronicles I placed on the University system was downloaded and is now
used as a tool for telling tales of how I steal from them and I dropped out of
University to sit about reacting to the stupidities they invent at culture and
society while they have recently become used to introducing black idiots that
want to ensure I owe them a big debt to the security services where they cannot
keep their mouth shut; now the fucking idiots are all convinced I have lost an
entire Royal Estate too, talking nonsense about a fighting I will get involved
with to keep what I own. We even hear this case where the idea I will ever sell
my Books is me living in my sweet dreams blabbed by Americans on Media so often
but we all know the reasons there is a problem between me and these idiots goes
beyond which ones they know I would dare to do if I lived in the US, to goons
that establish themselves a foothold as very twisted evil murderous scum on
account their age mates are more successful and young fresh people are
therefore a target, it goes beyond the fact their freedom of expression has
become a process of getting financially comfortable by attacking Royalty on
account they are not one and would like to be, it becomes a matter of thinking
they will keep their ‘casino self-employment’ business empires if they continue
to build publicity for mine and then sack it to round up whole communities they
can get on media to claim belongs to them as well. The British ones of which
will claim they created the problem for me in order to continue getting me
stuck in fighting for them to get rich and famous by, which has never actually
happened – everybody knows they need my leadership but dream only of claiming
they taught me all I know as the answer for their problems, so I love to
indulge their disposition until we see them become homosexual and blab about me
finding out how I did mine, which usually leads to outcomes where I stopped
indulging it so much each time it constitutes about 50% to 60% of what I am
heard talking about, wanting them to clear my space and make it clear it was
not supposed to be like that. In the end its just their insults in Public
places and they can spend their time doing something about it at my disposal
too. We hear them blab that I am set to lose all I have to often which will
never happen if I act on what my account Books tell me of what white small
business scum are doing with my property and Public image instead of make up my
own stories about it; these fools do nothing else with their time and its
either about getting stuck with Politics where you wait for somebody else to
make money with your possessions first because they want to be able to dominate
you or just getting stuck somewhere that will work for them in that way but
until then you wait to get stuck – blabbing the Books that will get sold in my
dreams while illegally handling the Books every day to create a process where
it might be possible for their stupid Politics to say that a delay could amount
to denial as well if delayed long enough, playing up those stupid games we see
with it on media every day; this is what my account Books say that they and
others who have developed an alliance with their none white counterparts are
doing and if they stopped slashing my Business empire at the open and global
markets, the prospects of finding out there is nothing they can do about me if
I cut their own to bits too is unlikely to materialise, yap yapping lose
everything and selling Books in dreams like they are talking to their mates.
There is no difference between the position these goons want to live on and one
adopted by Countries that do not fancy the UK much such as Russia for instance
and this is how I will get told lose everything i.e. when they bother security
services and somebody enemy of the state their bums, and they show up here to
enemy of the state mine looking for a closure for those stupid problems they
have got all the time and its much the same way we see when it does not become
so serious with media and Political attention as well i.e. chase me around and
ensure I drop out of University because I keep all I know to myself, write a
Book then and the biggest problem is to do with the fact they do not wish to
buy and do not want to see others who are not like them buy too, same story when spying on me or building violent gossiping around me is an insolent standard business practice that lets them display those insulting fatherhood traits concerning contributions to their finances instead of buying Books here, they were positive thinking expecting from me on their foolish Media that ensures everything I do is followed with violent discipline including employment and Book writing none of which hurts anybody - garnished with stupid feminists having a pick of their own to provide them their own motivation as well, looking for
trouble the whole time and talking nonsense at me about selling Books in my
dreams.
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                            There seem to be rather a lot to discuss on the subject matter of free Banking. I never knew that one existed for my part, however it is remarkable to note that the same who have used the investment sector of Banking to completely wreck our finances and exchange our savings for debts are now calling for the abolition of free Banking, like they have before called for charges for Cash Machine services. They have needed this free Banking in the past in order to find out what products to sell the consumer but today it is no longer an integral part of setting up a banking business; no longer the case as far as they are concerned that people's entire financial existence in the industrialised world hinges around having a minimum of one free bank account but even more concerning is the fact that if free banking is raised on National television then it should indicate that those who make important decisions in the banking industry must be feeling that way and we are therefore still in a lot of massive economic trouble. I am not necessarily of the opinion that Banking is a dirty profession but there is something wrong with a business model which says anybody can come into my establishment and handle peoples money and more so how they like and if I lose the money, the governments will bail me out because they have got no choice, while I pay myself millions of pounds in bonuses alone for it, something wrong with a business model which says the big powers hit us all the time and it is in our interest to maintain a system of luxury and leisure for our financial robber customers, after all we have a story to tell for our actions - I am of the opinion therefore that we need to find alternatives or acquire means to control equities of the Banking Industry if we have money in them. The idea I myself have no money in the banks and therefore in no position to talk about it is simply the stage for fame idiots to tell the truth about their actions: reality is that I do not want to be lumbered with their various and lazy frustrations of Industries of hard working deviant and violent laziness (concerning them of which the desire to damage my person and property seems to beggar belief and the way their community idiots call for that and apply it without rest of respite seeks trouble all the time and of course expresses itself to be completely insatiable - not to mention the insults that will likely make it physical and relevant in the real world too, like an investment prospect in readiness for those who destroy other people's wealth and seek wealth from Authorities at the same time, not to mention making out it is an investment model and claiming it is power and therefore makes sense) and I want them off the profit margins of my Book sales and anybody in any Banks can handle their money as they like as far as I am concerned too. 
I am not in any particular mess on the matter of what people do to me in anyway; This is a Company that was built to manage my Industry Equities and Property and every item public deployed from my Royal Estate, held in trust, deployed etc – so if I end up in a condition where I scrub toilets, there is a link between doing that I getting these matters done; same old issue with the lower classes as well, where for the Middle class if they end up scrubbing toilets there is link between doing that and getting money for the Theatres and the Films and so on and for the lower class, it is more to do with buying a home and a car etc. The problem has continued to be that mine becomes people’s preoccupation for vandalism and attention seeking which makes riches by destruction because they have no compunction whatsoever and then there are the popular culture idiots providing leadership for the fallen because they cannot leave people alone as it were. I am not Middle class and I am not Lower class but I am a very minor royal – it is not to say I am not important, I am, it is to mention the dividing lines that separate the classes and the kind of issues that bring about the altercations and the people are the heart of it. Like the issue with the Banking system and the fact most people are not getting enough satisfaction with services they get from it; where we know the problem to be that the Banking system tends to understate its size when it comes to its people management responsibilities, while it overstates its size when it comes to fighting its corner; the problem however is that nobody dares to mention it on grounds of these other trouble makers and their alternative economics all over the place – “we want things to be done the way they are in Asia Pacific, if everybody acted like us and smashed companies and took the money we would not be in a mess today” and it goes on and on and on and they do not mind having an opinion or sharing a know how as well; I mean it is never clear what convinced them the money was theirs anyway but these are the kinds of problems they bring i.e. company funds with its assets and liabilities, is to the person at the helm his pocket money if he so wishes – so how many then of the other stuff, is he spending that money on now that it has taken it? Of course none and so it goes on and on and on and on and we all know that if a stand is not taken, we will have to deal with more serious matters like that which we expect they will carry out next i.e. community encroachments to get rich – “sell up or be made homeless we are developers” story; for now however of which the issue is that they do not mind having a bloody opinion around here or indeed sharing one if they do as it were. We can see that there is the Banking system employing developing economy idiots who pass insults at others for a living and have not got a clue what they are doing, which they copy from customers who come in to talk about their money as it were, which they play up with another group of customers that run communities and create this real danger therefore of inter community wars over setting up and running a business in the UK with their big mouth, which I had before crushed and they are still festering and getting violent at as well – the reason for this of course is that more and more UK residents have continued to play the guardians of racism card at the Banks. But you dared not say these things lest the idiots with alternative economy create more problems and get completely out of hand; it is one of the really important reasons I want all the fools to take a break and intend to divide society in the west between Capitalism and Theocracy and whatever else can burn in hell if it does not like it. The part where One creates and holds together certain difficult arrangements which have an effect that democratic people cannot move around is very well understood - I am aware that due to the nature of my Intellectual Property Administration business I will not be able to tolerate the slighest bit of anything else which takes up my time and we all know they are incredibly stubborn - I am aware we still have difficulty locating the dividing line between their rapport with their superiors or employers and their professionalism especially for those of them that work with a certain stupid media chipping away at me to wreck my finances and keep their own salaries and have what I have in order to dominate me - I am aware the idiots will not stop threatening me and therefore having been they have carried on like that everyday for the last 12 years so far, the result is that I cannot just tolerate it even if they stopped this instant and of course everything that is a product of my person and my reputation and my work belongs to me and they will have it in hell if they want it there. 
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Always impossible to work out which one is their flavour
anyway; is it the one they inflict me with everything that had happened to them
in order to see with their own eyes how they did? It really is not they say but
rather the one where they do so in order to make popular culture and popular
music but that is not it either because it is really the one where they want to
do both for the purpose of countering any effects that my Christian believes
and the gospel may in anyway have anywhere but then again is not really it they
say but what is happens to have been the one where they do all three, in order
to cause me suffering that will make it obvious they live in the UK and as such
therefore get to enjoy life. It is a collection of the kind of abuses and
attacks people levy on you which ensures they cannot move until they are beaten
which is what is happening here. 

Their Politicians so obviously have so much difficulty understanding that no body is asking or wishes to be intimated about rich parts of the economy to which they have an affinity, when it is clear that if they have Television sets in their homes, which is quite certain they do in every room, they will be able to see that each advertisement there is about products, those who make them , where they are, where they come from and who they are selling it to etc. It is not my intention to make anything easy for those who have carried out any further damage or destruction to my property than I already have - prognosis is that if people are being asked by women and media fools to do bad things, the last thing it should mean is that they are respectable enough to be the ones to manage a process where others are forced to share their income so people, especially stupid girls can make money without lifting a finger to do anything for it, when in actual fact what it really indicates is that they have got enough problems as it stands. I am not apologetic for the fact peoples lives have become smaller and smaller since last I started writing books and selling them and I am pretty certain they will along with their media do well to live outside my life, keep the enjoyment of their evil cultural fun somewhere else and have a healthy level of respect for a persons office for it.
GENERAL INDUSTRY BRITISH LAW ENFORCEMENT PROPRIETY EQUITY 
I am not suggesting for a moment that these matters are a problem, only the question i.e. if it is possible to have such a lack of respect for what others do for a living because you are a criminal who has spoiled children that help you gain access to peoples property to make a good none crime record for yourself with while having money without being employed, that you can get on media and pluck them from their position no matter where it is, in order to play homosexuality, excess and a game of some dreams come true and others get broken culture with his life and job and it is backed by the world and its leaders, then there is no reason we should not all be doing the same since it would at the bottom line have been more competitive. It may happen due to confidence I fear people alright, I am only suggesting we should live in an immoral, really disrespectful and unethical planet and that this would be more competitive so even when somebody has a job and it is an impossible feat for us to manage our jobs and take his job away from him because we are bullies, we will drop our civil rights for a while and make it happen, it will be more competitive if we do. So I ought to guess that people do believe this is not what I intend to do to them - what I need to do to make them fear me no matter how spoiled or badly behaved. After all I have warned people to stay off my work: the social aspects and the cultural aspects and the Political aspects and the media aspects but for them the idea that work exists and that I do it has no right to be treated with regard. It will never pay dividends to get off and blast off stories about it like they do their explanation of what my life is and then try to gag me as well; it will not help - I do not actually care who is not aware the perspective here is that of criminals having records outside of crime with my books and earnings and peoples spoiled kids having a field day with my property and their fathers never run out of insolent republican lies and excuses either bearing in mind the problems they create for themselves because books are not necessarily exponentially expensive things that they should want it so badly but feel they can get it without paying using a big mouth I guess nor are other peoples state operatives their plaything. They always say I have no Authority to do anything about anything but it is a simple matter of how Bankers would like their finances to be determined by how people felt over some little plum Asian Anus they sodomised some days or weeks before and how would Americans like it if everything they did about it was health damaging violence on media due to claims it is somebody else's line? Speaking of factors to consider. Its never important if anything I say is academically valid and such insults are best left where they are too; what is important is that people lose a service provided by this Company when they do not buy the products instead of get in touch with my relatives who want self advancement to ensure that their stupidities about how much money I am entitled to share and how much of what I own I am entitled to own is enforced - important that they keep their nose of the market equity contract the company has with its millions of fans all over the world.
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 I appropriately start of statement on property in this area
with the matter of climate change because it has become such a lose topic for
conversation that media idiots can get on my book sales in order to ensure that
what the IPCC say is hidden before other men in society or that they are unable
to respond to the demands of the IPCC in a positive way. Hence it should be
clarified that what the IPCC has said is that the Earth’s Climate has always
changed – deserts encroach, Ghost Towns emerge but Global Warming is Manmade,
so that I might answer this matter of who told these idiots I am interested in
their society games and who told them to turn up here to play one up. I
understand that in the 1980s and 1990s men were able to get involved with the
religion and faith and personal life of anybody they wanted and were able to
pervade it for money and make something of that on media but I am not their mate
and this is not the 1980s and 1990s and if they do not stay off my book sales
very soon indeed I will change them right up to the UN and the US again and
this time it will be on the money as well so I might make the results permanent
since Politicians are unwilling to see reason over these things. I know they
speak of their Tory madness but I have no idea why the Tories think they are a
concern for me either – I mean what I am really concerned about is that the UK Economy
depends on Banking and nobody knows when this Country had become dependent on
such an insecure industry first of all but the more important question is that
of what securities we have to that effect, not Tories, they are not part of my
thought pattern and if they table their reputation before me I will kick them
really hard indeed. As for the banking system becoming a problem for me, that
is a game they will lose because I would rather destroy it than anybody else
have it instead of me. It is important these fools do not address my ladies and
do not address me; all I can say is that the correct way to assess the Position
the UK fits into the world is to understand such facts as that if Qatar was
European, it would have been the UK – this is what we really are not some
country in a Tory idiots imagination that can do and undo; so the question
stands, Banking is where we excel yes – what securities do we have then? And I am not talking about my precious much embattled book sales being used for anything along with alliances with my stupid parents that make vandalism possible. The process of damaging my Royal Property because they want to make their money important which results in my actions meant to damage their money to make my royal property important which results in reprisals where they locate my funds and damage them which is why they like the means to buy time until they are able to handle my valuables with the use of Political lies is so important but then again only leads to a resulting reprisal from me whereby I damage anything their money affords them as well in order to make my money important, will always continue and is only likely to stop when and if they keep their nose and Businesses out of the market business and product sales of this Company.
With respect to climate change they say I simply jump on any
band wagon I want and make statements I know nothing about but of course my
statements are based on my observations when I was 8 years old and saw hard
rain for the first time in my life and the fact from then on it became a usual
sight for me until I was 13 and then the hard rain stopped falling for just the
first two weeks of April and started falling right through to the first week of
June, sometimes on and on etc, by which time I had also come across stories about
a hole in the sky aka the Ozone Layer which was the size of Alaska. So decades
on and somebody is doubting climate change science and that brings up two
questions of whether they are just stupid or something is changing about the
climate so frequently that science cannot sustainably and successfully predict
of document it. This is not the only areas where things are going wrong either,
there is the part where I dream of going to the zoo to see animals but these
days I watch bird species disappear forever or go to the park to watch flamingos
but these days go to watch flamingos die to decay and reveal the plastic they
have eaten all their lives and all these insolent idiots getting rich and
wrecking other people’s lives to get on media and make advertisement that
suggests their foolish power takes a toll as well; climate change based on
flawed science they say, especially the witch craft American scum that want
their insults to make everybody vulnerable to it so it might have a place in
realty, are they stupid? I never jump on any band wagon, these are observations
I have made since I was a Child and I don’t need climate science to show me how
bad things have gotten since. Now the other part is that of businesses and
Industries and if they wind me up I will put a bit more of that madness in
their heads that causes them to extend their sensibilities beyond the
boundaries of what actually belongs to them and sit back to manage it for a
living and then they can deploy their stupid money to consolidate it as well
and carry out personality competition with me that they will win because they
have money and cannot keep their hands off other people. More so they can along with stupid girls and women full of a desire to get around the world recruiting people into a mannerism of making money and making life better on the basis of hurting people while they get the same victims to fight for them, even when they are dying off hunger, whereby they turn up on my television all the time to attack my book sales and talk nonsense of the kind of sex it is said I usually have which can be used to stop them while they will find no other way of making money that does not involve extracting my income from my property, which of course is something that a useless Global Popular music menace Industry thinks everybody will be willing to tolerate, especially along with the insults of its fame freaks as well.
THE COMPANY & CURRENT PROPERTY EQUITY BROKERAGES WITH FIRMS AT THE UK FINANCIAL CENTRE
There is distrust between Oneself and the ladies that I work with; the Coven - updates at Company Administrative Renaissance Website | The Work Court - Royal and Media based, updates at The Work Court Website | The Consortium - updates at Classical CVs column of Company Website not because I think that the distrust I have brewed, manufactured and sustained between me and them is a bad thing but because people incessantly have an opinion about what my person and possessions should  be used for and how better they know how to do that which then becomes something they try to implement endlessly as insulting and violently as they possibly can - it thus develops to a stage whereby the game of how much of what belongs to them I have taken up which their Politicians have no wish to discourage them from means that it is never really clear to the world that these women manage my work and property very well indeed and that we are working well together and that I am very well looked after hence the fact for example that I don't feel sorry for the bad history they have which is why they do those things and seek more and more riches by vandalism and destruction of that sort which anybody can get off and give them money for if they are evil enough and seek enough trappings to power and are greedy enough to of which we know there are enough of such idiots to go around a life time for everybody, is never really a good enough consequences because of the effects of these activities.
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